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ABSTRACT – Lack of recovery after collapses of marine predator populations is an 

enigma in marine biology and a challenge for theories on population dynamics. This 

mystery has evoked many hypotheses to explain the phenomenon. In this study we 

use a previously developed size-structured predator-prey model, in which the 

predator exhibits a complex life history with multiple ontogenetic niche shifts, to test 

some of the postulated explanations. We look at the impact on predator-prey 

dynamics from additional mortality in the predator egg stage, from cannibalism, 

additional mortality of adult prey and additional mortality of predators of large sizes. 

Contrary to intuition we find that increased mortality of predator eggs may expedite 

prey population extinction. Cannibalism results in larger predators and increased 

potential for coexistence of predator and prey. Additional mortality of large-sized prey 

individuals has little effect, but such mortality imposed on predators leads to the 

occurrence of bistability as well as predator extinction. 

Introduction 

Collapses of marine top-predator populations are becoming a commonplace pattern after 

years of increasing fishing pressure (Myers and Worm 2003, Jackson et al. 2001, Baum and 

Worm 2009). As the top trophic levels provide the most commercially attractive species and the 

majority of stocks are fished at their maximum sustainable level or higher (FAO Fisheries and 

Aquaculture Department 2010), the ability to recognize and counteract imminent collapses is of 

increasing importance to fisheries management. And the factors contributing to collapses need 

to be understood. In addition to collapses, which in the majority of cases can be attributed to 

fishing mortality (Myers and Worm 2003), fisheries management is also challenged with the 

lack of population recovery following a collapse, sometimes even lasting for over a decade and 

despite harsh management measures (Hutchings 2000, Hutchings and Reynolds 2004).  

Traditionally, the explanations for lack of recovery after top-predator collapses adopt a 

bottom-up perspective, and external processes like climatic and hydrological factors such as 

ocean temperature, salinity levels, or oxygen saturation are invoked to explain persistent 

changes in population abundances and dominance patterns (Portner et al. 2001, Alheit et al. 

2005). At the same time, species’ ecology and trophic interaction structure have received 

increasing attention as potential causes for delayed or absent recovery in overfished populations. 

Population dynamics theory of interacting species has given rise to several commonly postulated 
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hypotheses: For example, the lack of recovery after collapses of top predators is explained by a 

negative effect on predator growth rates and/or recruitment exerted by increased prey 

population densities. The two different processes that could lead to this proposed effect are 

competition for resources between prey and small predator life stages (through 

cultivation/depensation effects), and predation by prey species on early life stage predators 

(Walters and Kitchell 2001, Swain and Sinclair 2000, Bundy and Fanning 2005). Also 

cannibalism is often hypothesized to result in a negative impact on predator recruitment from 

early life stages, and therefore to limit population growth (Sparholt 1994, Bjørnstad et al. 1999, 

Neuenfeldt and Koster 2000, Uzars and Plikshs 2000). Increased predator mortality due to top-

down processes (positive size selective mortality), like fisheries or predation by marine 

mammals is also postulated as explanation for reduced predator recovery potential after a 

population collapse (MacKenzie et al. 2011). Finally, competition with marine mammals for 

prey species (herring and sprat or capelin) has been suggested to hamper predator population 

growth (Lundström et al. 2010). 

The hypotheses listed above invoke processes that are measured or observed at the level of 

the individual organism. For example, stomach content analysis has revealed that in the Baltic 

Sea consumption of cod eggs by sprat and herring occurs, two species that are recognized as the 

most important prey of cod itself (Köster and Möllmann 2000). Similarly, stomach content 

analysis has led to the identification of cod as a cannibalistic species (e.g. Sparholt 1994). 

Extrapolation of such individual-level observations to system-level explanations for the lack of 

population recovery is, however, beset with difficulties. 

One difficulty concerns the extrapolation from the individual-level observations to a 

quantitative estimate of the system-level process rate. The observations on cod egg-stage 

predation are seriously affected by this type of extrapolation problems, as already discussed in 

the study reporting on this interaction between cod and its prey species (Köster and Möllmann 

2000). Overestimation of the individual-level egg consumption rates as well as the sprat 

population density potentially result in overestimation of the impact from egg predation at the 

level of the entire population. Accordingly, subsequent studies did not find support for the 

negative relationship between young cod and clupeids (Minto and Worm 2012, also see Pepin 

2006). Similarly, the population-level impact of cannibalism may be overestimated due to large 

fish being force-fed small fish during their time spent being pressed together in fishing nets. 

Another problem is more fundamental and not solvable by collecting more and better data. 

The observations described above reveal the physical reality in individual organisms and 

thereby expose processes that potentially have an important structuring effect on population 

dynamics. Interpretation of this observed, individual-level reality as evidence that these 

processes are also governing the system level dynamics is, however, not warranted. Individuals 

in a population are engaged in a multitude of processes and interactions and by definition not all 

of them are equally important for population dynamics nor is it a priori clear which of the 

potential interactions will eventually determine dynamics most. For example, observations in 
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lake systems have clearly revealed resource competition between perch and roach to occur, but 

in the end the population dynamics in perch-roach communities are predominantly, if not 

completely, shaped by the predation interaction between these species (Persson and De Roos 

2012). The same holds for lake systems with arctic char and brown trout: these species overlap 

in their diet use, but population dynamics and community structure are nevertheless 

determined exclusively by predation (Persson et al. under review, Persson et al. 2007). 

The understanding of ecosystems (including managed marine systems) is generally based 

on information at two levels of organization: The evidence for the occurrence of trophic 

interactions is revealed by individual level data, whereas the effects from and importance of all 

trophic interactions are revealed by patterns in population level data. The data analysis of 

individual level processes is essential for the generation of potential hypotheses to explain 

patterns observed in population level data, since these hypotheses pertain to mechanisms that 

are potentially responsible for the observed statistical relationships between populations and for 

changes in population time series. However, a necessary step in linking the two levels of 

information is testing the validity of postulated hypotheses and the falsification of alternative 

explanations. Although such a test is not necessarily straightforward, it can be done using 

strategic modeling approaches that describe the system or only a relevant component of it in a 

conceptual way. Such a strategic model may enable ruling out alternative explanations for data 

patterns by modeling isolated processes or extreme representations and studying the dynamical 

effects that result at the higher population level (Petrovskii and Petrovskaya 2012). Given the 

two levels of information such a critical hypothesis-test should use a population model that 

explicitly accounts for the individual level processes as invoked in that particular hypothesis and 

link these processes consistently to the population level effects (i.e. dynamics).  

There are, to our knowledge, only a few examples of systems, in which the linking of 

individual level processes and system level observations of effects through the testing of data-

derived hypotheses has been carried out consistently. A classical example pertains to the 

attempt to protect loggerhead turtle populations by improving survival through the egg stage. 

Even though individual-level observations suggested substantial mortality in the phase when 

hatching turtles try to reach open water, population modeling showed that the recruitment 

from juvenile to adult individuals represents the most important bottleneck for population 

persistence (Crouse et al. 1987). As another example, culling of the dominant consumer 

population (Arctic char) in Lake Takvatn induced a change in its population size structure and 

resulted in the re-establishment of the top-predator brown trout (Klemetsen et al. 2002). The 

culling revealed a bistability between a stable community state with predators absent or at low 

density and a stable community state with coexistence of the two species. Based on diet 

observations of the species involved, competition, cannibalism and predation can all be put 

forward as potential mechanisms underlying this bistability. Analysis of the dynamics in this 

lake with a physiologically structured population model showed that size-dependent predation 

alone can account for the occurrence of bistability in this system (Persson et al. under review, 
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Persson et al. 2007, De Roos et al. 2002). Predation (as dependent on individual characteristics of 

both predator and prey) hence turns out to be the dominant structuring process for community 

dynamics, notwithstanding observations of overlapping diets and competition between these 

species.  

A popular explanation for the lack of predator recovery after a population collapse is 

provided by the cultivation/depensation hypothesis, which attributes the lack of recovery to 

competition between the prey and small life-stages of the predator. In a recent study, Van 

Leeuwen et al. (under review – Chapter III) tested this hypothesis using a size-structured 

predator-prey model that was designed to capture the complex life history in the predator, 

including two ontogenetic niche shifts. Excluding competitive effects, it was shown that the 

potential for top-down control by predators on prey is conditional on the ontogenetic feeding 

pattern of predators. When predators have access to an alternative food source that constitutes 

their main food source prior to switching to piscivory, a growth bottleneck develops in the 

intermediate life-stage under most conditions, which prevents top-down control of prey. Top-

down control of prey was shown to occur only if the feedback from feeding by the predator on 

the intermediate resource is negligible. Incorporating a competitive interaction between the 

prey and early stage predators did not qualitatively change these outcomes. Since predators are 

unable to cultivate prey when there is no top-down control, the cultivation/depensation 

hypothesis with predator population growth at low predator densities limited by competition 

effects from prey on early predator life-stages (Walters and Kitchell 2001) was not supported by 

the results in this study, nor did this interaction scheme result in alternative stable states with 

and without predators. 

In our current study we use the same modeling framework as described above (and 

presented in Van Leeuwen et al. under review - Chapter III), to test four other hypotheses that 

may explain the lack of recovery after collapse of a predator population: 1) Predator population 

growth is limited through egg predation by the prey population. 2) Predator population growth 

is limited by cannibalism. 3) Predator population growth is limited by mortality of large-sized 

individuals (> 25cm, representing the effect of fishing mortality or predation by marine 

mammals). 4) Predator population growth is limited by mortality imposed on adult prey (again 

representing the effect of fishing mortality or predation by marine mammals). The impact of 

these four mortality sources in the predator-prey system was assessed in the absence of 

competition between prey and predators. We analyze two scenarios, contrasting two different 

baseline dynamics: Scenario 1, is the case without top-down control of the prey population by 

the predator, due to a predator growth bottleneck in the intermediate life stage (from here 

onwards referred to as no-TD scenario); Scenario 2 is the case with top-down control of the 

prey population by the predator, which occurs when the predator growth bottleneck is relaxed 

due to negligible predator population feedback on and hence constant availability of the 

intermediate resource (from here onwards referred to as TD scenario). 
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We find that the differences in dynamics between the two scenarios in general 

predominate over the effects of additional mortality. Nevertheless, depending on the type of 

additional mortality and the size-range that experiences additional mortality, we find some 

qualitative changes to the dynamics with respect to the baseline system: In contrast with the 

intuitive prediction, in the TD scenario, additional mortality of predator eggs results in prey 

extinction, rather than extinction of the predator; Cannibalism has only positive effects, in 

terms of predator sizes (no-TD scenario) and coexistence potential (TD scenario); Bistability 

between a state with an abundant predator population and a system state from which the 

predator is extinct occurs as a result from additional mortality of large predators in the no-TD 

scenario. 

Model description 

For the analyses presented in this study we use the size-structured predator-prey model as 

formulated in Van Leeuwen et al. (under review – Chapter III) with a predator that exhibits a 

complex life cycle with two ontogenetic niche shifts. For an extensive description and complete 

definition of the model we refer to Van Leeuwen et al. (under review - Chapter III), while here 

we only shortly describe the general features of the model and the methods of analysis. 

Figure 6.1 summarizes all interactions and feeding relations in the model. The prey species 

uses the same resource throughout its life, which is not used by the predator in any of its life 

stages. The egg and larval stages of both predator and prey are modeled as life stages of fixed 

duration, during which no dynamical interaction with the environment exists (e.g. no feeding 

or energy loss) but mortality is accounted for. The first-feeding phase in predator life history 

forages on an exclusive resource, from here onwards referred to as ‘juvenile resource’. Predator 

individuals go through a demersal phase prior to starting piscivory, during which the 

intermediate resource is used. The switch from the juvenile resource to the intermediate 

resource (implying a change from the pelagic to the demersal habitat) is described by a 

sigmoidal function, gradually changing from a diet dominated by the juvenile resource to a diet 

of only the intermediate resource. The body size at which the juvenile resource is no longer 

available to predators coincides with the minimum body size for piscivory. The switch to 

piscivory as a diet component is also modeled in a gradual manner by a sigmoidal function (see 

appendix 3.1). 

The size-structured predator-prey model belongs to the general class of physiologically 

structured population models (Metz and Diekmann 1986), distinguishing between states and 

processes at different levels of organization. The individual level is fully characterized by the i-

state, which at the same time characterizes and distinguishes the individuals form one another. 

In the current model the i-state includes individual age and body size. Body size is the sum of 

irreversible, or structural, mass, and reversible mass, containing the gonadal and fat structures 

that can be regained when individuals experience starvation conditions. The population level is 
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represented by the p-state, the density distribution of individuals over the possible range of 

different i-states.  

 

FIGURE 6.1. The three levels of trophic organization and connections between these levels in the predator-prey 

model. The x-axes in the two frequency distributions represent individual length (lB and lP indicate the length at 

which benthivory and piscivory starts in the predator, and lM indicates the length at maturation). The y-axes show 

the cohort frequency distribution in the predator (upper graph) and prey (lower graph) populations. The 

individual level processes of growth and reproduction are indicated by fat arrows (black and grey, respectively); 

whereas mortality is indicated by the grey, dashed arrows. Note that reproduction is a discrete event, leading to a 

discontinuous frequency distribution. Feeding interactions are indicated by thin arrows, representing the biomass 

flows from resources to consumers. The predation window of a predator individual of 35cm is shown in the 

shaded area (triangle). The vulnerability window of a prey individual of 11cm is shown in the dotted area 

(inverted triangle). Below the predator frequency distribution the ontogenetic niche shifts in predator life history 

are shown as the size-dependent functions of foraging time on the different resources. 
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Finally, the environment is characterized by the e-state, comprising all external factors, such as 

resource and prey densities, on which processes at the individual level may depend. 

The prey species is modeled as an obligate consumer on its exclusive resource (from here 

onwards referred to as ‘prey resource’), which reflects the zooplanktivorous life-style of 

clupeids. The attack rate is a function of individual consumer length and modeled by a hump-

shaped function (Persson et al. 1998), (for details see appendix 3.1). 

As described above, the predator experiences two ontogenetic diet shifts during its life 

history, which constitute the switches between three life stages with distinct feeding habits. The 

attack rates on the first, juvenile resource and the intermediate resource follow power laws with 

different parameters as a function of individual predator length. The piscivorous attack rate is 

defined by a tent-shaped function as a function of both prey and predator body length, 

describing the (predator size dependent) predation window for a range of vulnerable prey sizes. 

The top of this function represents the maximum attack rate on prey of optimal sizes, whereas 

attack rates decrease linearly with prey body length for suboptimal sizes. 

In addition to the attack rate, food encounter is determined by the density of the resources 

(or prey), handling times and, for the predator, by the relative foraging times spent searching for 

particular prey types. Food handling time is a decreasing function of body length for both prey 

and predator, such that food intake rate follows a type II functional response as a function of 

resource density. Food intake is converted to energy with constant efficiency (independent from 

food type). From the converted energy metabolic costs are subtracted (maintenance follows a 

power law with body size), reflecting a net-production, energy-budget model (Persson et al. 

1998, as in McCauley et al. 1990). When positive, the resulting net energy is available for 

growth and reproduction. When the result from the energy balance is negative the individual 

starves, which may lead to additional mortality when it results in very poor body condition. 

Body condition is defined as the ratio of reversible and irreversible mass. Body condition 

determines the relative investment of energy into length growth versus investment into an 

increase in fat contents (see appendix 3.1). 

Maturation is size-dependent and occurs at a threshold size. Mature individuals must have 

a sufficient body condition (i.e. sufficient fat contents) towards the end of the growing season to 

spawn at the start of the next season. Mature individuals that have sufficient fat reserves allocate 

the surplus above a standard level of these reserves to the production of gonadal tissue (see 

below for a description of the spawning event). 

In the default scenario, all individuals experience background mortality (μ0), size-

dependent mortality particularly targeting small individuals, the starvation mortality as 

described above and, in case of the prey species, predation mortality. The additional mortality 

sources and their implementation, which are at the basis of the hypotheses addressed in this 

study, are discussed below. 

Because the model combines continuous-time dynamics with a discrete reproduction 

process, analysis depends on numerical integration, for which we use the escalator boxcar train 
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(EBT) framework (De Roos et al. 1992). In this framework the population size-distribution of 

predator and prey are subdivided over a (potentially varying) number of cohorts. The 

population dynamics are calculated over the course of a growing season (assumed to last 250 

days), while we assume that during the non-growing part of the year no dynamical processes 

occur. Spawning occurs at the start of the season, when all energy that is invested in 

reproductive organs is simultaneously transferred to eggs. For computational simplicity, this 

event is modeled as a pulsed event on a single day, but results are qualitatively similar when 

spawning occurs distributed over a longer period (see appendix 3.1). 

In a bifurcation analysis the dependence of the different types of (stable) model dynamics 

(attractors) on a particular model parameter is analyzed. We carried out this analysis by means 

of a sequence of time integrations, typically over a period of 400 years, during which the 

bifurcation parameter is constant. For the subsequent integration period, the parameter is 

adjusted (typically in the order of 0.1% of its value). This analysis is carried out for both 

increasing as well as for decreasing parameter values to be able to detect potential bistability. In 

this study we show the dependence of the system dynamics on the productivity of the prey and 

the juvenile resource, representing the bottom-up energy-input into the system. The 

productivities of these two resources are assumed to be equal, as they both represent a 

zooplankton resource. For the scenarios with egg mortality and additional mortality of large-

sized predators (> 25cm), we also present the analysis of the system dynamics as a function of 

these mortality parameters μE and μP. In these analyses we focus on a comparison of the 

dynamics including additional mortality, with the baseline dynamics of the system. We study 

the effects of additional mortality in both the no-TD scenario and in the TD scenario (see 

introduction for a description of these scenarios). 

We studied four different sources of mortality that are often implicated in the lack of 

recovery of predator populations after collapses: 1) Predator egg mortality, which is 

implemented as a constant mortality probability and expressed as the percentage of eggs that 

succumb during this life stage (μE). Although this mortality is often ascribed to predation by 

prey, the dependence on prey population biomass is ignored, since there are insufficient data to 

quantify the relationship more generally (Köster and Möllmann 2000). Furthermore, we also 

ignore the contribution of the predator eggs to the prey energetics as this contribution is 

probably small. We study the system dynamics using a bifurcation analysis as a function of the 

mortality probability. In addition we analyze the response of the system dynamics to changes in 

resource productivity with increased mortality in the predator egg stage compared to the default 

value of egg mortality. 

2) Cannibalism in the predator is implemented as an additional mortality term for predator 

individuals, which is modeled completely equivalent to the predation mortality as imposed on 

the prey. We assume that there is no difference in predator preference on a species basis, and 

attack rate is determined by the size-dependent prey vulnerability function (see the description 

of attack rates above and in Van Leeuwen et al. under review - Chapter III). The difference 
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between including and excluding cannibalism in the predator was studied using a bifurcation 

analysis of system dynamics as a function of resource productivity. 

3) Positive size-dependent mortality of the prey is implemented as an additional mortality 

rate for adult individuals with sizes > 9cm. We use a selectivity function that increases from 

zero to one, defined as a sigmoid relation with size, starting at 9cm and with 50% mortality at 

11cm. The level of mortality is an additional constant, μprey, which is expressed as a multiple of 

the background mortality rate μ0. 

4) Positive size-dependent mortality of the predator is implemented as an additional 

mortality rate for individuals > 25cm. Again a sigmoid selectivity function over size is used that 

increases from zero to one, starting at 25cm and with 50% mortality at 30cm. The level of 

mortality is an additional constant that we express as μP, in multiples of the background 

mortality rate μ0. The effect of additional mortality of predators with sizes > 25cm is studied in a 

bifurcation analysis as function of the additional mortality constant on this size class, μP, as well 

as in a bifurcation analysis over resource productivity, where the dynamics including additional 

mortality are compared to the default dynamics. 

In the presentation of our results we will mainly focus on average population densities. 

These averages are calculated over the last 60% of the integration period for every bifurcation 

step (parameter value for resource productivity). 

Results  

Baseline dynamics 

No-TD scenario: Predator-prey coexistence occurs over a broad range of resource 

productivities. The predator extinction boundary occurs at a productivity of 0.0031 g·m-3·d-1 

(grey region in fig. 6.4a, for example), which is much higher than the minimum productivity for 

prey persistence (prey persistence boundary at 0.0007 g·m-3·d-1, not shown). Prey population 

density and biomass increase with increasing productivity, showing bottom-up regulation. 

Because predator growth is characterized by a bottleneck in the intermediate, non-piscivorous 

life stage, there is no top-down control on the prey population by the predator and the average 

predator population density shows a moderate increase with increasing productivity, in 

response to the higher prey abundance. 

TD scenario: In the scenario with constant availability of the intermediate resource, the 

extinction boundaries of both predator and prey occur at the same low productivities as in the 

no-TD scenario (prey boundary at a productivity of 0.0007 g·m-3·d-1; predator boundary at a 

productivity of 0.0031 g·m-3·d-1). The predator population increases with increasing resource 

productivity and exerts top-down control on the prey population. As a result of the increasing 

predation pressure, a second prey extinction boundary occurs at high resource productivity (for 

a productivity of 0.05 g·m-3·d-1).  
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Increased mortality during the predator egg stage 

Varying mortality in the predator egg stage, bifurcation over μE 

In both the top-down control (TD) and no top-down control (No-TD) scenario, predator 

persistence is possible up to very high levels of egg stage mortality (μE > 98%, fig. 6.2a, c). The 

dynamical consequences of increased mortality during the egg stage differ between the two 

scenarios. 

 

FIGURE 6.2. System dynamics as a function of additional mortality during the egg stage of the predator, μE. Left 

column shows the effect of increasing mortality in the no-TD (no top-down) scenario, right column shows the 

effects in the TD (top-down) scenario. Top (a, c): Average total population density of the predator (closed circles, 

minimum and maximum values in solid, black lines) and of the prey (open circles, minimum and maximum values 

in solid, grey lines). Densities of all life-stages are included – eggs, young-of-the-year, juveniles, and adults; 

Bottom (b, d): Average total population biomass of the predator (closed circles, minimum and maximum values in 

solid, black lines) and of the prey (open circles, minimum and maximum values in solid, grey lines). Productivity 

of the resources of the prey and juvenile predator is 0.03 g·m-3·d-1; productivity of the intermediate resource for 

the predator is 1.0 g·m-2·d-1. 

No-TD scenario: Over a broad range of egg stage mortality levels (μE = 0-96%) the predator 

population dynamics is regulated in a similar way as under default conditions (μE = 36% in the 

baseline scenario), i.e. limited by a growth bottleneck in the intermediate life-stage (pre-

piscivorous stage, see also Van Leeuwen et al. under review - Chapter III). Increasing mortality 

in the egg stage does result in changes to the predator growth pattern: Growth through the 

earliest life-stage increases, which speeds up the population cycle and results in a shortening of 

its length. At levels of egg stage mortality close to the maximum (fig. 6.2a, b, μE = 97-98%) 

survival during the egg stage is reduced to such an extent that the growth bottleneck in the 

intermediate life stage disappears and the predator growth curves become continuous up to 
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maturation size (not shown). As a result population cycles disappear and the populations follow 

fixed-point dynamics, in which the state of both populations is always the same at the start of 

each season. This stabilizing effect of increasing negative size-dependent mortality confirms the 

results in Van Kooten et al. (2007), where stabilization of cohort cycle dynamics was shown in a 

size-structured population model for a consumer-resource system. 

TD scenario: In the TD scenario predator population biomass increases with increasing 

mortality during the egg stage, while prey biomass simultaneously decreases (fig. 6.2d). As a 

consequence, the potential for coexistence in the TD scenario is reduced with respect to the no-

TD scenario (fig. 6.2, compare c-d to a-b). The higher predator population biomass at higher egg 

mortalities increases predation pressure on prey leading to extinction of the prey for μE ~80% 

(fig. 6.2 c, d). 

 

FIGURE 6.3. System dynamics under baseline conditions (triangles) and with increased mortality in the predator 

egg stage (circles) are shown as function of productivity of the prey and juvenile resources. Left column (a, b): 

dynamics in the No-TD scenario, μE = 98%; Right column (c, d): dynamics in the TD scenario, μE = 78%. Top 

panels (a, c): average density in the predator (closed symbols) and prey (open symbols). Densities of all life-stages 

are included – eggs, young-of-the-year, juveniles, and adults; Bottom (b, d): Average total population biomass of 

the predator (closed symbols) and of the prey (open symbols). Productivity of the intermediate resource for the 

predator is 1.0 g·m-2·d-1. 

Varying resource productivity, with additional mortality during the predator egg stage 

No-TD scenario: With increased mortality in the egg stage (μE = 97.6%), the system 

dynamics as function of resource productivity are qualitatively the same as under default 

conditions (fig. 6.3 a, b). The average predator biomass and density are lower than for the 

default settings. The predator extinction boundary occurs at higher resource productivity than 

for background values of egg mortality (predator extinction for a productivity of  
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~0.012 g·m-3·d-1, instead of 0.0031 g·m-3·d-1 in the baseline settings, fig. 6.3a, b). This level of 

additional mortality of predator eggs decreases the coexistence range of predator and prey to a 

substantial extent with respect to the baseline mortality; in particular coexistence is no longer 

possible at low resource productivity. 

 

FIGURE 6.4. System dynamics under baseline conditions (triangles) and including cannibalism (circles) are shown 

as function of productivity of the resources for the prey prey and juvenile predator. Left column (a, b): dynamics 

in the No-TD scenario; Right column (c, d): dynamics in the TD scenario. Top panels (a, c): average density in the 

predator (closed symbols) and prey (open symbols). Densities of all life-stages are included – eggs, young-of-the-

year, juveniles, and adults; Bottom (b, d): maximum size in the predator population (black triangles: baseline; 

black circles: including cannibalism) and average size of the oldest predator cohort (inverted triangles, grey: 

baseline; dark grey: including cannibalism). Productivity of the intermediate resource for the predator is  

1.0 g·m-2·d-1. 

TD scenario: With increased mortality in the predator egg stage (μE = 78%) in the TD 

scenario the coexistence region as a function of resource productivity is smaller than with 

background values of egg mortality (fig. 6.3c, d). With this additional mortality in the predator 

egg stage, predator growth is fast up to the piscivorous life stage. Therefore piscivorous 

individuals make up the largest part of predator population biomass. The predation pressure on 

prey is thus stronger than under default conditions, which leads to prey extinction at lower 

resource productivity than with background values of egg mortality (0.033 g·m-3·d-1, instead of 

0.05 g·m-3·d-1; fig. 6.3c, d).  
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Cannibalism 

In both the top-down control (TD) and no top-down control (No-TD) scenario 

cannibalism does not affect the persistence boundary of the predator, which occurs at the same 

productivity as in the case without cannibalism (~0.0031 g·m-3·d-1; fig. 6.4). 

No-TD scenario: When cannibalism is included, the average population density in the 

predator-prey dynamics as function of resource productivity shows hardly any difference with 

the baseline dynamics (fig. 6.4a). There is, however, a change in the size-structure of the 

predator population, in particular for high levels of resource productivity (fig. 6.4b productivity 

> 0.007 g·m-3·d-1). With cannibalism, the maximum sizes reached by predators are much larger 

than under default conditions, for example for a productivity of ~0.5 g·m-3·d-1 the maximum 

predator size is 52cm, whereas it is only 36cm in the absence of cannibalism (fig. 6.4b); for a 

resource productivity of ~1.0 g·m-3·d-1, maximum predator size is 60cm when cannibalism is 

included, whereas it is only 38cm without cannibalism (not shown). Larger predator body sizes 

can be sustained in case of cannibalism, because in this case there are conspecific victims 

available to forage on with a larger body size (and therefore energetic content) than the 

maximum body size that prey individuals attain. 

TD scenario: With cannibalism coexistence of predator and prey is possible over a larger 

range of resource productivities (fig. 6.4c, d) mainly because the prey extinction boundary 

occurs at a productivity of ~0.16 g·m-3·d-1, whereas without cannibalism this boundary occurs at 

a productivity of ~0.05 g·m-3·d-1. This effect is due to the release of the prey population from 

strong predation because of the availability of conspecific victims to forage on. Average predator 

population density and biomass is lower when cannibalism is included, while prey population 

density and biomass is on average higher than in the default settings (fig. 6.4c, d; biomass not 

shown). Also in the TD scenario the cannibalism positively affects the maximum predator sizes 

reached, but the effect is much smaller than in the no-TD scenario (fig. 6.4d). 

Positive size-dependent mortality of (adult) prey 

No-TD scenario: In the no-TD scenario, additional mortality of adult prey does not 

qualitatively change the dynamics as function of resource productivity (fig. 6.5a). There is only a 

small, quantitative effect on the total average prey density. Because in the no-TD scenario the 

prey dynamics are regulated bottom-up, and the predator dynamics are regulated by the 

availability of the intermediate resource, the additional prey mortality does not qualitatively 

change the dynamics.  

TD scenario: Also in the TD scenario additional adult mortality in the prey has only a 

small quantitative effect, in this case on the coexistence range of predator and prey (fig. 6.5b). 

The dynamics are controlled by predation and therefore additional mortality of adult prey 

results in prey extinction at a lower productivity level than in the default scenario  

(0.04 g·m-3·d-1, instead of 0.05 g·m-3·d-1; fig. 6.5b). 
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FIGURE 6.5. System dynamics are shown as function of productivity of the resources for the prey prey and juvenile 

predator. Left (a): dynamics in the No-TD scenario; Right (b): dynamics in the TD scenario. The average density in 

the predator (closed symbols) and prey (open symbols) populations are shown in the baseline scenario (triangles) 

and with additional mortality on adult prey (circles). In the dynamics with additional mortality on adult prey  

μprey = 5·μ0. Productivity of the intermediate resource for the predator is 1.0 g·m-2·d-1. 

Positive size-dependent mortality of predators 

Varying mortality of large predators, bifurcation over μP 

In both the top-down control (TD) and no top-down control (No-TD) scenario, increasing 

the mortality of predators > 25cm has a destabilizing effect on community dynamics (fig. 6.6a, b; 

d, e), which is a general result similar to the destabilizing effect of harvesting adult, cannibalistic 

consumers as described in Van Kooten et al. (2007). In both scenarios the maximum level of 

mortality allowing for predator persistence is approximately a factor ten higher than the 

background mortality. 

No-TD scenario: Without additional mortality in the no-TD scenario the system exhibits a 

multi-year cycle. The destabilizing effect of increasing mortality for predators > 25cm translates 

into an increase in amplitude of this cycle, mainly because the minimum value of the total 

predator biomass decreases, whereas the maximum and the average biomass remain more or less 

the same (fig. 6.6b). The average predator density shows a roughly similar pattern (fig. 6.6a). 

The maximum size reached by predators is constant over the whole range of mortality rates of 

large-sized predators for which persistence occurs (fig. 6.6c). The average size of the oldest 

predator cohort nevertheless increases gradually with increasing mortality. This change is 

related to a change in biomass distribution over the different predator life-stages: without 

additional mortality non-piscivorous individuals (second life-stage) on average make up the 

largest part of the population biomass. The predator population biomass becomes dominated by 

piscivorous individuals for μP > 3.3·μ0.  

TD scenario: The destabilization resulting from increasing mortality of predators > 25cm 

shows a more discontinuous pattern in the scenario with top-down control by the predator. For 

μP < 0.83·μ0) the predator population dynamics are nearly constant (i.e. follow fixed-point 

dynamics) and total predator biomass is by-and-large constant (fig. 6.6e). For larger μP in the 

range 0.83-2.3·μ0 dynamics destabilize and a population cycle results. The maximum of  
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FIGURE 6.6. System dynamics as a function of additional mortality of predators with sizes > 25cm, μP. Left column 

shows the effect of increasing mortality in the no-TD scenario, right column shows the effects in the TD scenario. 

Top (a, d): Average total population density of the predator (closed circles, minimum and maximum values in 

small dots) and of the prey (open circles). Densities of all life-stages are included – eggs, young-of-the-year, 

juveniles, and adults; 2nd panels (b, e): Average total population biomass of the predator (closed circles, minimum 

and maximum values in small dots) and of the prey (open circles). 3rd panels (c, f): Maximum size in the predator 

population (black circles) and average size of the oldest predator cohort (grey, inverted triangles. Productivity of 

the resources for the prey prey and juvenile predator is 0.03 g·m-3·d-1; productivity of the intermediate resource for 

the predator is 1.0 g·m-2·d-1. 

population biomass reached during this cycle increases with increasing mortality, whereas the 

minimum remains constant. As a consequence the average population biomass slightly increased 

as well (fig. 6.6e). For μP > 2.3·μ0 the dynamics show little response to increasing mortality of 

large-sized predators, up to μP ~6.67·μ0 (fig. 6.6e), although average predator densities steadily 

decrease with increasing mortality of large-sized predators (fig. 6.6d). Increasing mortality even 

further leads to a more continuous decrease in the minimum level of total predator biomass 

attained during the population cycle and destabilization of the dynamics. The maximum 

predator body size decreases continuously with increasing mortality of predators > 25cm, from 

35cm (μP = 0) to ~33cm (μP = 10·μ0, fig. 6.6f). 
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Varying resource productivity, with additional positive size-dependent mortality of predators 

No-TD scenario: The minimum resource productivity allowing for predator persistence 

increases when large-sized predators are exposed to higher mortality (μP = 8.3·μ0, fig. 6.7a, b; 

predator extinction occurring at a productivity of 0.007 g·m-3·d-1, vs 0.0031 g·m-3·d-1 without 

additional mortality). With increased mortality of large-sized predators extinction of predators 

also occurs for resource productivities above an upper threshold level (fig. 6.7a, b; productivity 

~0.14 g·m-3·d-1). Moreover, there is a region of bistability for resource productivity values below 

this upper extinction threshold, ranging from a resource productivity of ~0.098 up to  

0.14 g·m-3·d-1 (fig. 6.7b). In this range of resource productivities the predator persists in the 

system when present, but recovery from low densities is not possible (fig. 6.8).  

 

FIGURE 6.7. System dynamics under baseline conditions (triangles) and with additional mortality on predators > 

25cm (circles) are shown as function of productivity of the resources for the prey prey and juvenile predator. Left  

(a, b): dynamics in the No-TD scenario; Right (c, d): dynamics in the TD scenario. In the dynamics with additional 

mortality on predators > 25cm, μP = 8.3·μ0. Top (a, c): average density in the predator (closed symbols) and prey 

(open symbols). Densities of all life-stages are included – eggs, young-of-the-year, juveniles, and adults; Bottom  

(b, d): Average total population biomass of the predator (closed symbols, minimum and maximum values in solid, 

black lines) and of the prey (open symbols, minimum and maximum values in solid, grey lines). In a and b the 

productivity threshold where R0 = 1.0 is indicated with the dotted line (for higher resource productivities  

R0 < 1.0). Productivity of the intermediate resource for the predator is 1.0 g·m-2·d-1. 

At low population densities predator individuals do not experience any competition for 

resources and the rates of growth, development and maturation are completely determined by 

resource availability. At higher resource productivities, these rates are larger and predator 

individuals hence faster reach the size range (> 25cm), in which they are exposed to higher 

mortality. This eventually leads to the extinction boundary at high resource productivity, 

because predators start to experience increased mortality early on (fig. 6.8c, d). In contrast, 
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when the predator is present at high density, growth in body size slows down due to 

intraspecific competition for resources, in particular in the life stage during which individuals 

forage on the intermediate resource (fig. 6.8a, b). As a consequence, individuals reach the size 

threshold (25cm) beyond which they are vulnerable to the increased mortality at a later age. 

This reduced exposure to the additional mortality allows the predator to persist when present at 

high densities, whereas recovery from low densities is not possible (fig. 6.8). Clearly, the 

density-dependent effect on the availability of intermediate resource in this case promotes 

rather than demotes persistence of the predator population (see also Chapter V). 

 

FIGURE 6.8. Predator dynamics over time in a system with only resources, including additional mortality on 

predators > 25cm, μP = 8.3·μ0. Left (a, b) shows the invasion dynamics of the predator when initiated from a high 

initial density (0.1 eggs·m-3); Right (c, d) shows the invasion dynamics of the predator followed by extinction 

when initiated from a low density (1·10-5 eggs·m-3). Top (a, c): Density of predator adults (grey) and juvenile 

individuals (black); Bottom (b, d): Growth curves of predator cohorts. Productivity of the resources for the prey 

prey and juvenile predator is 0.1 g·m-3·d-1; productivity of the intermediate resource for the predator is  

1.18 g·m-2·d-1. 

TD scenario: In this scenario the dynamics with increasing resource productivity shows 

the same general and qualitative pattern as in the system without additional mortality for 

predators > 25cm, although the dynamics is more irregular. The prey-persistence boundary 

occurs at slightly higher resource productivity than for the default settings (fig. 6.7c, d). The 

top-down control by the predator on the prey is somewhat relaxed by the additional mortality 

of large-sized predators. 
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Discussion 

In this paper we show how size-dependent mortality from four different sources affects 

dynamics of a size-structured predator-prey model, accounting for a complex life history and 

multiple ontogenetic niche shifts of the predator. The dynamics are studied in two different 

scenarios, one in which the predator exerts top-down control on the prey, and one in which this 

top-down control is absent due to intraspecific growth regulation in the predator population. In 

general, the most conspicuous differences in the response to additional, size-dependent 

mortality occur between the two scenarios, rather than between the dynamics with and without 

the additional mortality. This means that in the context of the predator life history studied here, 

the ontogenetic diet shifts, and whether these are partial or complete, have a more dominant 

influence on the community structure than most of the additional mortality sources. Bistability 

between a community state in which the predator is abundant and a state in which the predator 

is absent, occurs only when large-sized predators experience increased mortality, albeit under 

limited conditions only (i.e. small range of resource productivities and only in the scenario 

without top-down control by the predator on the prey population). Nevertheless, increasing 

size-dependent mortality has counter-intuitive effects in some cases, depending on the source of 

mortality and the size-range affected. 

Additional mortality during the egg stage of the predator has a stabilizing effect on the 

system dynamics, as is also reported in earlier studies of size-dependent mortality in size-

structured communities (see Van Kooten et al. 2007 and references therein). In the TD scenario 

the predator population exhibits an increase in biomass as a result of increasing mortality during 

its egg stage. This biomass overcompensation in the predator population results in prey 

extinction due to increased predation (for μE = 80%, fig. 6.2c, d). In both the scenario with and 

the one without top-down control by the predator, the maximum level of mortality in the 

predator egg stage that allows for predator persistence is high (98% mortality during the egg 

stage, fig. 6.2). These results indicate that increased egg mortality of predators is unlikely to 

account for the reduced potential for recovery following the collapse of a predator population. 

This latter explanation for lack of predator recovery is frequently postulated in the context of 

the cultivation/depensation theory (Walters and Kitchell 2001), which proposes that predators 

exert top-down control on their prey (cultivation) when present at high population density. In 

case the predator population is decreased to a low level, however, the release from predation 

pressure allows for the prey population to increase, which is postulated to result in a negative 

effect on the early life stages of the predator. Predation on predator eggs by prey is often 

forwarded as one potential mechanism leading to this negative effect on predator population 

growth potential at low density (Walters and Kitchell 2001, Swain and Sinclair 2000, Bundy and 

Fanning 2005). In our current study we falsify the hypothesis that predator population growth is 

limited through egg predation by the prey population (a form of cultivation/depensation). An 

alternative mechanism that may lead to cultivation/depensation effects is competition for 
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resources between early life-stages of the predator and the prey individuals fed upon by large 

predators. This hypothesis was extensively studied previously in the same model as used here 

(Van Leeuwen et al. under review - Chapter III). Competition was shown to limit the 

coexistence of predator and prey, in terms of the range of resource productivities allowing for 

persistence of both species. Competition did not lead, however, to the bistability that is linked 

to the postulated positive feedback at low predator densities (Van Leeuwen et al. under review - 

Chapter III). Together, these results show that when predators have alternative resources and an 

intermediate life-stage during which they forage predominantly on these alternative resources, 

cultivation/depensation effects are unlikely to occur under the same environmental conditions 

(resource productivities). As shown before competition may lead to prey exclusion rather than 

predator exclusion (Van Leeuwen et al. under review - Chapter III) at high resource 

productivity. Here it is shown that also predator egg mortality may have such a counterintuitive 

effect and lead to prey rather than predator extinction. 

Cannibalism of predators on smaller conspecifics has mostly consequences at the 

individual level as predators reach larger body sizes than possible without cannibalism. This 

effect is in particular large in the no-TD scenario. In the TD scenario the potential for 

coexistence of predator and prey is increased when cannibalism in the predator is included. 

Effects of size-dependent cannibalism have been extensively studied in a model of a single size-

structured population with a shared, alternative resource (Claessen et al. 2000, Claessen et al. 

2002). In these studies it is shown that including cannibalism can relax the intraspecific 

competition that gives rise to single-cohort cycles. This relaxation gives rise to dwarf-giant 

cycles that are partly caused by intraspecific competition (through the feedback from foraging 

on the shared resource) and partly by the high mortality induced by cannibalism and the 

ensuing favorable food conditions for growth. The results presented here are different from such 

dwarf-giant cycle, because there is little variation over time in the strength of the cohorts 

making up the population. Rather we find an abundant cohort reaching a large body size, 

dominating the population dynamics for multiple years (cycle length depends on resource 

productivity). The individuals in this cohort feed on the offspring that they themselves produce 

every year. The newborn individuals experience fast growth, which means that they quickly 

become energetically profitable prey for their parents. This type of dynamics has previously 

been described as cannibal-driven dynamics (Claessen et al. 2000, Claessen et al. 2002). 

Additional mortality of adult prey has in both scenarios only small, quantitative effects. 

This indicates that competition with other predators (such as marine mammals) or with fisheries 

is unlikely to result in a lack of predator recovery following a population collapse in a predator 

species like cod.  

Additional mortality of predators with sizes > 25cm, in contrast, leads to qualitative 

changes compared to the dynamics without this mortality. Increased mortality of large predators 

results in extinction of predators at resource productivities above an upper extinction threshold 

in the no-TD scenario. For productivity levels just below this extinction threshold, there is a 
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region with bistability, where the predator population persists when at high density, but 

recovery from low densities is impossible. Marine systems with top-predator collapses have 

shown prolonged periods without predator recovery (Frank et al. 2005, Casini et al. 2008, 

examples for cod: Hutchings 2000). Such lack of recovery can be explained by the occurrence of 

alternative types of stable community dynamics (attractors) for identical environmental 

conditions. In the resource productivity range with bistability that we found with additional 

mortality of large predators depleting the predator population below a threshold level would 

result in a sudden collapse without potential to recovery afterwards. Therefore, the changes in 

dynamics as induced by additional mortality of large predators can in principle explain the 

dynamics found in marine systems with overfished and collapsed stocks. Given that this effect 

only occurs for a limited range of resource productivities, as is pointed out in the results section, 

a more in-depth analysis of this bistability is necessary to assess the potential importance of this 

effect for the dynamics in particular field situations. 

When community dynamics show a delayed or no recovery after predator collapses 

postulated explanations for these dynamics are often based on heuristic extrapolations of 

processes observed on individual organisms to population-level effects. Our current study 

presents a rigorous test of how a number of such individual level processes (here with a focus on 

mortality) may play out at the population level and in community dynamics. The four processes 

we analyze, i.e. mortality in the predator egg stage, cannibalism in the predator, mortality of 

adult prey, and mortality of large-sized predators, have all been postulated as explanations for 

the lack of population recovery after predator collapses in marine systems. Intuitively, these 

processes indeed seem to give rise to a positive feedback loop, due to which, at low population 

density, predator recovery in the system may be hampered. In our model the assumptions 

regarding trophic interactions are based on individual characteristics and a priori assumptions 

about population level dynamics are absent. Population dynamics hence come about entirely as 

an emergent result from the individual level processes. Our analysis therefore reveals the actual, 

albeit modeled, population dynamics that arise as a result of the four different types of 

mortality. 

Our results show that heuristic inferences about population dynamics based on individual-

level processes do not always hold and are sometimes even at odds with the actual effects of 

these processes on dynamics (cf. egg predation in the TD scenario). These findings illustrate the 

importance of strategic modeling of the type exemplified in this paper, in combination with the 

analysis of both individual-level as well as population-level observations, for unraveling which 

processes really govern the dynamics of natural communities under different conditions. 
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